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ON VARIETIES OF NON-INDEXED ALGEBRAS 
LIBOR POLÁK, Brno 
(Received December 27, 1976) 
In many algebraical considerations we are interested in all polynomials of 
a given algebra rather than in basic operations of it. Therefore the notion of non-
indexed algebra is a fruitfull one. Morphisms of non-indexed algebras are weak 
homomorphisms. There is the great collection of papers devoted to the theory of 
non-indexed algebras (see e.g. [1]). The most of them deal with the characterization 
of weak isomorphisms. The categorical point is studied in [2]. 
The purpose of this paper is to give definitions of non-indexed variety and of 
weak equivalence of varieties and to study some basic properties of them. This 
notion of non-indexed variety is another than that given in [3]. 
Preliminaries 
The reader is assumed to be familiar with the basic notions of universal algebra. 
We shall use the following notation: 
N is the set of all non-negative integers, 
OnA is the set of all w-ary operations on the set A, and 
OA is the set of all finitary operations on the set A. 
By a type we mean a system A = («f),-6r of non-negative integers. An algebra of 
type A is an ordered pair si = (A, (fi)ie/), where f, e O
niA for any i e /. 
Homomorphisms between algebras of type A are sometimes called A-homo-
morphisms, and if ^ is a class of such algebras, si e ir, we speak about if%-algebra 
si or about A-algebra si. 
For F c OA we put Fn = F n OnA. 
F c OA is called a clone on the set A if 
(i) for any » e N \ {0}, ie {1, ..., n) the trivial operation pn belongs to Fn, and 
(ii) for any m, n e N,fe Fm, ft, ...9fmeF
n the composition f(fi,...,fm) belongs 
to Fn. 
(For any at,..., an e A, p
n
t(at,..., an) = at, and 
( / ( / i ^ . - Jm) )^ ! , . . . ^™) ^ f(fx{ax, ...,an), ...J^,... ,an)).) 
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The intersection of any family of clones on a set A is a clone on A again. There-
fore, for any # c CM there exists the smallest clone on A including <P; we shall 
denote it by [$]A. 
A non-indexed algebra is an ordered pair 91 = (A, F), where Fis any clone ontfie 
set A. If si = (A, (fi)iei) is an algebra of type A = («*).€/>
 we write stf = 
= (/*, [{fi | 16/}]^). Finally, for a class f of zl-algebras we use the notation 
IT = {^ | ^ e -T}. 
Let a : .4 -> J be any mapping. For /* e N, fe OnA, # e 0"J5 we write (f, #) 6 Ra 
if for all ax,..., an e A, af(ax,..., an) = g(oLat,..., cnan) holds. 
Let 91 = (A, F) and 93 = (B, G) be non-indexed algebras. A mapping a : A -* B 
is called a weak homomorphism of 91 into 93 if 
(i) for any neN,fe Fn there exists geGn such that (/, g)eR a , and 
(ii) for any nefi, ge Gn there exists fe Fn such that (f, g) e Ra. 
If a : 91 ~> 93 is a surjective weak homomorphism andfe Fn, then there exists 
exactly one ge Gn such that (f, g) e Ra; we shall write g = a*f 
Any bijective weak homomorphism is called a weak isomorphism. 
Let "T be & class of algebras of fixed type A. Let the operators E, S, H have the 
following meaning: E/T(Sir, WT) is the class of all zl-algebras which are powers 
(subalgebras, homomorphic images, respectively) of 1^-algebras. 
For any variety *T we have *T = HSEFV, where JV is a free algebra in iT 
with a countable infinite set of free generators. 
Varities of non-indexed algebras 
Let 91 be the class of all non-indexed algebras. For 93 £ 91 we define: 
E » = {(A, F)11 (A, F)e » , / is a set}, where (A, F)1 = (A1, F1), F1 = {fJ | f<= F}„ 
nndf((au)ieI,..., (ani)ieI) = (f(au, ...,ani))iel for all aJt e A. 
S » = {93 e 911 there exists 91 e » such that 93 is a subalgebra of 91}, 
H93 = {93 € 911 there exists 91 e 93 such that 93 is a weak homomorphic image 
of 91}, 
12) = {S e 911 there exists 91 e 93 such that 91 and 93 are weakly isomorphic}. 
Lemma 1. Let r be a class of A-algebras. Then 
(i) WT = WT9 (ii) SrT = Sir , and (iii) H f = H f . 
Proof. The statements (i), (ii), and WT C H f are obvious. If 91 e Wr, there 
exist s/ e "T and a surjective weak homomorphism a : J / -» 91. Designating the 
operations in 91 as it is determined by a*, we get a A-algebra^ such that ffl = 91 
and a : st -*0B is a surjective zi-homomorphism. Therefore 91 e i f f . 
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Lemma 2. Let iT be a variety of A-algebras. Then iT = HSEFr. 
Proof. Following Lemma 1 we have iT = HSEF^ = HSEF r = HSEfV =*. 
= HSE/V. 
A class of non-indexed algebras of the form ir, where iT is a variety of algebras 
of some type, is called a non-indexed variety. 
Proposition 3. The following conditions are equivalent for arbitrary class SJ of 
non-indexed algebras: 
(i) 8J is a non-indexed variety, 
(ii) is closed under H, S, E and posseses some single generator 51 G 93, 
(iii) there exists % e 93 such that 93 = HSE9I. 
Proof. The equivalence of (ii) and (iii) follows from the following statements: 
HH = H, SS = S, IEE = iE, and 
SH = HS, EH = HE, ES = SE. 
(Here X = Y means that for any fflc», X9B c YSB is satisfied.) The proofs are 
the same as in the case of algebras and therefore they are omitted. 
The implication "(i) => (iii)" follows from Lemma 2. 
"(iii) => (i)": Let » = HSE21 and 91 = (A, F). Let A be the type, where w-ary 
operations are indexed by elements of Fn. Then 91 may be treated as a A-algebra 
If we define iT = HSE91, we have iT = » . 
The class of all non-indexed varieties ordered by inclusion will be denoted 
by A. 
Proposition 4. The family (9t)ieI of non-indexed varieties has an infimum in A if 
fl 93 i is a non-indexed variety. 
iel 
We omit the proof of this easy statement. 
Examples. (i)Let (ir{) ieI be a family ofvarieties ofabelian groups. Then f\ ir{ = 
__ . iel 
= fl ^i is an infimum of the family (C^bui of non-indexed varieties in A. 
iel 
Proof. The only weak homomorphisms of abelian group are their homo-
morphisms (see [1]), and therefore for arbitrary variety iT of abelian groups the 
functor "*: iT -> 91 is a full embedding. 
(ii) Let iT and W be varieties of 2-unary algebras with operations f and g. Let iT~ 
be defined by the identity f2x = fx, and let OT be defined by f2x = x. Then the 
non-indexed varieties ir and HT have not an infimum in A. 
The proof will be given after proposition 10. 
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Proposition 6. Let 'V bea variety of algebras of type A and let W& be a non-indexed 
variety satisfying !B c i T . Then there exists a subvariety i^ofi^ such that W = 
= 8B. 
Proof. There exists 81 6 iT such that SB = HSE8I (Proposition 3). There exists 
jaf e iT for which si = 81. If we define itr = HSE8I, we have W = SB (Lemma 1). 
Let us denote: O = {(0, {0})}, 
So = I {({*} , {p?|« = / , 2 , . . . } u {*} ) } , 
gi = I {({*}> {Pi jn = 1,2,...})} vj {€>}, where * is some element, and A0 = 
= {»6A|g 0_=2?},A 1 = { » e A | g 1 c 33}. 
Then {€>} and %0 are the only minimal elements of A, and J?̂  is the only element 
in A which covers © in A. 
Proposition 6 has an immediately corollary: 
Proposition 7. The ordered classes A0 and At are atomic. Moreover their atoms 
are of the form TV, where "V is an atom in the lattice of all varieties of some type. 
Weak equivalence of varieties 
Let 81 = (A, F) and S = (B, G) be non-indexed algebras. A mapping {: F -» G 
s c ailed a clone homomorphism of 81 into 93 if 
(i) fe Fn implies than £fe Gn, 
(i) for any n e N - {0}, i e {1 , . . . , n} £pn = pn, and 
(iii) for any m, n eN,feFn,fl,...,fme F
n 
Z(f(fx,...Jm)) = (&&!,...,&>). 
Proposition 8. For arbitrary varieties ^ and iV the inclusion if%^i^ hoJds if 
there exists surjective clone homomorphism of F^ into F^. 
Proof. Let 81 = (A, F) be a non-indexed algebra, I a set, 93 = (B, G) a sub-
algebra of 81, and a : 81 -» £ a surjective weak homomorphism. Then /+* / 1 , 
/ + > / | B, and a* are surjective clone homomorphisms of 81 into 8lJ, -8, and G, 
respectively. 
The necessity follows from the fact that i^ c iT implies FV G HSEF^. 
Now let £ be a surjective clone homomorphism of Fr into Fw. Let iT be of 
type A = (nt)teT, F^ = (A, (ft)teT) and let B be the support of Fw• The algebra 
(B, (Zft)t*T) belongs to HSEly. (It is of type A and it satisfies all identities holding 
in J>.) We have F^ = (B9 (£ft)teT) e HSEfV = ^ . Therefore i P = HSE/v -= 
The well-known notion of equivalence of varieties may be defined in several 
ways. For our purposes the following definition will be convenient: The varieties 
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iT and nr are called equivalent if the non-indexed algebras JFV and JFV are weakly 
isomorphic. 
The varieties ir and iV are called weakly equivalent if iT = /tfT. 
Proposition 9. T7?e varieties iT a«d ^T are weakly equivalent if there exist 
_ « _ 
jsurjective clone homomorphisms Fr ±£ Fw. 
n 
The proof is a direct consequence of Proposition 8. 
Proposition 10. If the varieties ir and OT are equivalent, then they are also weakly 
equivalent. 
Proof. If a is a weak isomorphism, then a* is a bijective clone homomorphism. 
The proof of example 5 (ii). The variety 1T n iV is defined by fx = x. 
Let stf = ({a, b, c), (f^,g^)) be determined by f^a = fj)_= gj> ^hg^aj* 
= /^c = g^c = c. Then s# eir and s^$iT. That is s4 eV - if* c\ HT). 
Le t^ = ({a, b}, 0* , &»)) and^r = ({a, A}, (/*',«>)) be defined by/^a = /»£ = 
= gmaj= b, gj> = a, and gm,q = g>b = fm,a = b,/^b = g. Then^ e jr,m
feHr, 
M = ^ ' , a n d ^ # ir csHr. That i s ^ e ( ^ n ^ ) \ 1T n IT. Therefore iT nUT c 
cz-r nW ci*. __ ^ 
Let us suppose that iT n T<T is a non-indexed variety. Following Prop. 6 there 
exist varieties ir^ and TT2 with the properties: 
f 2 £ f , S f*, тГt = -Г n HГ, ~Г2 = f n ЦГ. 
Let FVn^ <± /y, be surjective clone homomorphisms from Prop. 9 and let 
n 
Firnifr = (At, F) and lv 2 = (J9, G). The realizations of the operational symbols /, g 
in algebras l v n ^ and F^2 will be denoted by fF, gF and/G, gG, respectively. Then 
[ { ^ F } ] B = G ai1d therefore there exist k, I e N such that fG = (£gF)
fc and gF = 
= 9(&>y. NOW g2G
k = >;(/<?)' = ri(fG)
1 = g*, which is possible only for k = 0. 
Therefore TT 2 satisfies /x = x. The operational symbol g in iT 2 cannot satisfy 
any non-trivial identity because the same identity would be valid in ir n HT\ 
We have ir n ^ = ir2. 
Since iT covers iT n ^ in the lattice of all varieties of 2-unary algebras, 
irt = ir or i r t -=* ir c\H
r and each of these possibilities gives a contradiction. 
( f * 1 = f ' ^ ? n # = f
, a n d f ; 1 = ? n # = > ir csOr ^iTc\ W.) 
Example 11. Let iT be a variety of unary algebras with operations <Pi, <p2, ... 
defined by identities 
(1) ętx = ęty, ę\x = ę\y, ę\x - <?>fj>, 
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and let W be a variety of unary algebras with operations \//l9 il/2, ... defined by-
identities 
(2) il/xx = i^y, i//2x = ij/2y9 $\x = ^\y9... 
Then the varieties i^ and W are weakly equivalent, but not equivalent. 
Proof The corespondences <?„++ ij/n, n = 1, 2 , . . . and \}f1+*<p1, ^n+^tpn-ir 
n as 2, 3 , . . . define surjective clone homomorphisms between Fr and F^. There-
fore by Proposition 9 we have iT = # ; . 
Now we assume .that i~ and W are equivalent. Then there exists a weak\ 
isomorphism a : Fr -* / v - Let FV = (A, F) and l v
 = (-£> G). The fact 
l{<Pi> ^2» •••}]̂ 4 ~ -F implies that [{a*^ , a*<p2, ...}]B = G. TheonlyfeF
1 which 
have not the property: 
there exist no f',f" e F1, f',f" * p\ such that f = f'f" 
are <pi9 <p29..., and the only geG
1 which have not the property: 
there exist no g'9 g" e G
1, gf, g" # p\ such that g = g'g" 
are \jfl9^29... 
According to (1) and (2) we have a*<p2 = ^3 , a*<p3 = \j/4,... Let x± be arbitrary 
free generator of JrV- If Ax == ̂ i^i for somefeF1 thenf= \\f1 and therefore 
[P\{$IY\B ^ G. Analogously [G\{^2}]B T6 G. Therefore for arbitrary a*<pt 
we have [{a*<p1? a*<p2, . . .}]5 = [{a*<pj ^ 3 ^ 4 , •••}]« 7̂  C- which is a contra-
diction. 
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